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HOWEY TEST ANALYSIS
CIRCE TOKEN IS NOT AN INVESTMENT CONTRACT
1. Howey: No expectation of profits. No statement in the DOCS is intended as
a profit forecast and no statement in the DOCS should be interpreted to
mean that there is.
There can be no expectation in profits from the purchase of the token.
Buyers should expect to use it under license in the CIRCE smartchain and
physical locations, not based on some increase in value.
The Circe token represents a license interest.
Circe is tokenizing its existing chain. The token is for use on our existing chain.
The aggregate issuance of tokens for this chain may be less than or more than
the usage demand and needs of the network. We cannot know the demand.
Circe has no opinion as to the changes in a demand curve that may affect the
price of a token to others. That is not our business.
No one should buy the token based on speculation of price movements.
Nor does Circe have any opinion on the factors that parties use to analyze
demand or the expectations of others, if a market develops for exchange of Circe
Tokens.
2. Howey: Not an Investment of Money. The CIRCE TOKEN crowdsale is not
an investment of money.
This is a usable token not an unusable token or a token you have to wait to use.
This is a network in existence, not a network to be developed.
While purchasers of the tokens will contribute value in purchasing tokens for use
in the Circe Chain that does not create an investment contract in this instance. It
is merely the purchase of a usable token.
There should be no expectation of a return on the expenditure for the token.
Circe has an existing 25 year old business, customers, capital invested, a network
of 10s of thousands and trust of parties that provide us with $millions of dollars
of products based on our reputation with no formal written agreements.
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You are not investing in a startup with no business.
You are buying a token for useage licensed with an existing firm and its
established network.
Your usage is not dependent on some future buildout of something based on the
investment.
3. Howey: Not an Investment in an Enterprise. The CIRCE TOKEN does not
offer the token buyer voting rights or rights of any kind in any enterprise,
and it is not an investment in an enterprise.
We are not offering any rights, voting or otherwise, in this enterprise, whether
enterprise is defined as Circe, Designers Circus, Pixiedust.me, our existing
network developed over time with our own capital and personal relationships, or
in changes to that network that may occur over time.
4. Howey: The CIRCE TOKEN provides no benefit to the token holder of any
managerial efforts of others.
Our managerial efforts and work pre date this token issuance.
Our work is not going to change.
Our network will possibly get bigger over time, whether we do an issuance or not.
That will not happen as a result of this issuance or our management. That occurs
organically from the network already established, and friends inviting friends into
it, not because of us. It's possible the network could shrink.
Circes managerial efforts acrue to Circe alone, not to any third parties.
6 Howey: No statement in the DOCS should be interpreted as an issuer
pursuing a joint venture.
Like many good iterative technology improvements, there is a positive feedback
loop that occurs as part of the business and our work. That is consistent with our
services to our many designers and manufacturers and parties in the chain.
No one should consider those open discussions as providing them with a joint
venture interest in Circe, Designers Circus, Pixiedust.me, or any enterprise or
network.
7 No partnership powers in any form are a part of the CIRCE TOKEN.
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8. The Circe Token has no family resemblance to an investment.
While some tokens may be deemed securities, the Circe token is a token, not a
security. Its family is as a non security utility token.
It is a usable token, under license, replicating and improving existing business
practices in place for many years.
On the completion of the ICO, plus settlement time for legal and organizational
processes, the CIRCE token will be functional and usable. The CIRCE token can
be used at DESIGNERS CIRCUS, in Boston, Portland or Guilford, and as a token
for the existing technology services PIXIEDUST.ME. The holder of the token
does not have to wait until the planned blockchain extension of the PIXIEDUST
completes. The token is functional due to the essential work performed prior to
the CIRCE offering, for which it can be used.
Summary.
The Circe token is not a security in either form or substance of the business
based on our understanding of Howey.
The form of this purchase is of a digital token. A usable token under license for
an existing decades old business and its network.
The substance of this token purchase and the underlying business
demonstratively is of a usable token under license.
The Circe Token is not a security, under the HOWEY TEST or the family
resemblance test.
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SUMMARY
This token issuance describes the tokenization of an existing proprietary
network or chain, of 10's of thousands built over decades organically
with personal relationships. The Circe/Designers Circus network is a
core strategic asset, not easily replicated, that provides a defensive moat
for the firm and a large economic advantage in the marketplace.
How many firms already have a chain or
a network? We do. This is our existing
network, our chain.

Over the past two decades, before we had any physical presence, we created a
network of 10's of thousands, from offshore producers and suppliers all down the
line to retail customers. It centered around a solution for our industry.

The

network was the solution. It became a service, and our business. We did it the
old fashioned way, with personal connections and friendships.

Our mission today

is to improve and enlarge our “chain” and solve other business problems.
By migrating our network into a single OPENLEDGER, usable by all,

How?

using smart

tags and blockchain technologies, an OPENLEDGER IOT. And, to create and
license a utility token for our chain and future enhancements.
Our token issuance is a real world use case, for a real existing network.
How many firms get $millions of dollars
of property from other firms annually
based on trust alone, with nothing in
writing, just pure personal relationships
and history?
We do.
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When people give you millions, based on your word and reputation, and a
handshake,.. that is trust. Our network, our chain is different than anyone elses.
There is no one like us.

We are trusted.

The CIRCE token issuance will be usable immediately
at our locations. It will be usable immediately in our client server IOT. It will be
rolled out to our network. We will include it

in our future plans to improve our

business practices, and our network, via a smartchain.
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Anyone reading or interested in this Whitepaper is invited to come visit the
Circus, in Boston, Portland, Me., or Guilford, Ct.. You are welcome at anytime to
meet with anyone and everyone. Talk to the employees. Talk to the customers.
Meet the people, explore the spaces, and check us out. Feel free to talk to
Bostons cultural and arts community also.
This invitation is the best way that we can think of to inform you of what you are
buying when you buy a CIRCE TOKEN, who we are and what the risks are.
REVERSE OR SECONDARY ICO
This is a reverse or secondary ICO. A reverse or secondary ICO is an ICO from an
existing established firm, that already has capital invested, customers, revenues
and history. This is as opposed to an ICO from a startup seeking crowdfunding,
that has no history, no real products or services, unproven management and
business models that are evolving.
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FROM GIFT CARDS AND LEDGERS TO THE CIRCE TOKEN

Designers Circus has for many years
offered digital gift cards to its customers.

They proved popular as gifts and as a marketing tool to extend the Circus
network. The gift cards have been sent around the world, the old fashioned way,
via snail mail.
While the Circus is centered physically in New
England, it receives visitors from around the world.
This is beneficial to the firm and the economy.
Brazil, Israel, Ireland, Colombia, China, Vietnam,
India, Germany, France, Italy and Hungary are a
sample of our yearly visitors.
Since the Circus has grown organically and quietly and even secretly thru word of
mouth, the gift cards have proven an excellent support and feature for our
customers and new customers. A Circus Token is a continuation of our current
strategy and an improvement to our way of thinking. Tokens have many
attributes that are advantageous to our network. This is good for our customers.
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For example, a token is digital and can be moved over networks unlike our gift
cards.
DEFINING OUR NEEDS

We need to improve our business processes.
The Circe Smartchain and accompanying Circe Token are enhancements to basic
business problems that Designers Circus and its network, have been struggling
with for many years.
WHO ARE WE?
Designers Circus by many measurements is likely one of the largest womens
apparel companies in the US and maybe the world for its vertical segment,
boutique womens apparel. This is a segment of the apparel industry. This has
occurred as a byproduct of the Circus' mission.
WE HAVE TWO CLIENT FACING SIDES
1 We interface and serve Designer Manufacturers
2 Our Designer Manufacturer relationships allow
us to interface with Consumers
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OUR BUSINESS
We created a solution and services for designer manufacturers across the US in
which we act as a type of clothing investment bank, on behalf apparel
manufacturers, helping them get a return of working capital for their production
runs. Before Designers Circus, designers received pennies on their extra
production. After Designers Circus they can recover their sunk working capital
costs. That is a big big difference for manufacturers. We are a hedge, an
insurance for firms production runs.
Liquidity
Maintaining liquidity and working capital for 6 plus design and production runs
annually,

before receiving money back from prior runs and capital investments is core issue
for all manufacturing firms in the industry. A firm can spend $100,000 in design
and production for a season offering, and expect sales revenues. But numerous
factors can result in cancelled orders, such as changing trends, styles or colors,
economy, finances and more. Accordingly, recovering the $100,000 in sunk
working capital is a risk.
The Circus performs one of its services to designers by inviting others in the
network it controls to look at and socialize and meet and buy essentially at a pop
up like venue, on select days of the year. As a result, apparel manufacturers
obtain as much as 100% of their working capital back. It is like a club. A private
club of highly educated, high income professional women. This segment of the
13

Circus' chain will solidify and improve with the introduction of a Circe token.
Success creates Problems
Success created its own problems. The Circus' problem results from its growth
and success in helping its designer clients. Today it manages 120-150,000 units
per year of products. Estimating a low figure of 5 minutes per unit that
amounts to 600,000 minutes of time, or 10,000 hours per year. But since the
items are handled 4x per year, and 5 minutes is a low figure, you are really
looking at 40,000 plus hours or 8-12 man years work to manage 1 years
revenues. It consumes 60-75% of the firms business work.
No Readily Available Solutions
Current commercial I T solutions cannot help. Because our items are handled
multiple x you cannot use standard barcode tagging to achieve any measurable
gain in productivity. Existing industry I T is lagging and deficient.
A Circe Smart chain is an answer or an improvement for us and our network.
Payments Issue
The second issue is the payments process in the industry. Years ago,
manufacturers would take orders of written paper, invest working capital to
produce the order and then ship it with a NET 30 payment terms from the
recipient. That method started to fail, with buyers realizing that there was no
penalty for cancelling orders. They could over order, over promise, and then
they could cancell outright. Or if items they received failed to sell, there was a
change in the economy, sentiments changed, whatever the reason might be, the
buyers could return them without consequence and get out of the order they had
made. Manufacturers in this industry design and produce 4-6 times per year.
They are always allocating capital for design
and production months before shipping and
getting paid. The manufacturers found
themselves in the futures business with no
14

assurance of revenues for their production on orders made. In effect, each
production cycle is a custom run. Non payment and returns create problems.
There was no hedge for them.
The Circe token is an answer to the payments problem affecting our network and
the industry

OUR SMARTCHAIN
Tag It

See It

Ship It

Watch It

Manage It

Pay It

A good solution entails creating an OPENLEDGER blockchain solution incorporating
smart tags and smart contracts. Blockchain technology is not always the solution
to problems but it is versatile as a ledger technology and we've spent some years
on a client server approach.
It seems simple but its not.

Simple is hard. The

technology is changing even as this is written. The final decision of core tech has
not been decided. Ethereum, EOS, Stellar, Nano, Hyperledger and others are
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underconsideration. Importantly, new information on performance and scaling is
being taken into account.
We expect repeated changes and trial and error in the development of the Circe
smartchain owing to the changing technology. The smart tagging however is
reasonably mature. This does not diminish the Circus' immediate usability on
our network.
For Designers Circus the possible changes to
the expense structure can result in dramatic
improvements in profits and in turn its capital
value. There are no assurances but that is a
goal.
TOKENS
Tokens are a bundle of rights or
properties.
They are similar and yet different
to one another.
Diffferences come from the underlying technology chain to how they are being
designed and used. Cryptocurrrency is a misnomer. Tokens are associated with
blockchains from which they derive. When someone buys or uses a token they
are participating in the underlying chain, from which the tokens rights or
properties derive. Different chains have different properties.
The Circe token will likely be a utility,
permission, and payment token that is a
license to the holder. The Circe token will be
usable at Designers Circus and in its ongoing
development activities and growth.
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REGULATORY DISCUSSION
Much public discussion has centered around the issuance of tokens and buying
them via ICO's. The question most often asked is, is buying a token the same as

buying

security? Or, what is it? A commodity, a currency, a form of security?

And the answer is, it depends. Complicating matters is that different tokens have
different properties or rights, so close attention must be paid to each. The US
Supreme Court created the HOWEY TEST in 1934 (see Howey Section) to
determine if an investment qualified as an investment contract, and that criteria
should be everyones starting point in evaluating a TOKEN. (see Howey section)
Additional questions are, is there an expectation of profit without effort, are
future promises of returns made, is it usable today, does something have to be
built for it to be of value, has capital already been invested, is it an investment of
money, is it an existing company? And then there is the family resemblance test,
which refers to whether there are other similar types of exchanges.
The reader should avail himself of proper advice in this area and do his or her
own due diligence.
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Regarding the Circe Token Issuance.
There are conflicting positions among regulatory agencies about tokens.
1. The SEC (Securities Exchange Commission) has been issuing statements
and advisories that it believes many tokens are securities subject to
securities law and SEC jurisdiction. With regard to the Circe Token we have
addressed this directly with our Howey Test discussion at the beginning of
this white paper. We think the Howey Test and family resemblance test
demonstrate that the Circe Token is not a security.
2. The CFTC (Commodities Futures Trading Commision) has increasingly
viewed tokens as commodities. The first rendered legal decision, on
tokens, occurred in early March 2018 from New York Federal District Court.
The court affirmed that the CFTC had jurisdiction to regulate virtual
currency or tokens. The courts decision creates tension between the SEC
and the CFTC as to whether tokens are commodities or securities. A
particular token with no early utility might constitute a security at the time
of issuance, but later evolve into a commodity once its utility is established.
It is unclear. The Circe Token has utility and usability at the time of
issuance. The user does not have to wait. Accordingly, we believe the
Circe Token is more likely a commodity than a security based on recent
court rulings.
3. The State of Wyoming has a reputation as a first mover in key areas of
legislation and accordingly has moved first in the area of crypto legislation.
The State recently passed HB 70, legislation exempting certain blockchain
tokens from security regulations and money transmission laws at the
Wyoming state level. While this is only applicable at a State level and not
universal, it is an early legislatlve effort in the token space. HB 70 declares
that a token is exempt for State Securities requirements provided it has not
been “marketed as an investment”, and provided it is “for the purposes of
receiving goods and services”, and the developer issuer is not attempting to
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“manipulate the price of the tokens on a secondary market”. The Circe
Token meets the Wyoming legislations requirements for exemption from
securities laws.
4. Late in 2017 the Hong Kong Fintech Association issued guidelines or
standards for Token Issuance. The Circe Token offering and issuance has
incorporated and complies with those guidelines.
At Circe our business has been in existence for 25 years plus. Circe is not a
startup. It has capital invested. Circe is not futures proposition although we
inform the reader of our plans. The Circe Token will be usable at our existing
locations. It has management. It has clients and revenues. It has a reputation.
It has a network of 10's of thousands, an existing network.

You are not waiting

for a network to be built. And importantly, the Circe Token will be included in
future works. From a regulatory perspective, and from a definitional perspective,
these facts distinguish Circe from other Coin offerings.
TODAYS PERSPECTIVE

There are 100's of blockchains and cryptocurrencies today. Tomorrow there will
be thousands.
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The internet created a base communication layer across the globe. Today we are
building a layer on top of that like a grid of linked computing processes,
resembling a chain. One can think of it as a smartgrid, or one large computer
running different processes for different use cases.
Each chain has different characteristics.
We are early days. Technology solutions are changing everyday. And yet, not
everything is suitable for either an openledger system or a token.
TURNING THE CIRCE NETWORK INTO CIRCE SMARTCHAIN
For 20 years Designers Circus has employed a simple organic
summarized by its “tell a friend, bring a friend, make a

approach

friend” slogan.

“The network is the Circus” describes the Circus. We think that our organically
grown network is a strong foundation for Circe. Our approach will not change.
HISTORY OF OUR RESEARCH

We realized over five years ago that ledgers and inventory management were a
major function of the firm, but not the only one. If seventy five percent of our
costs are ledger and inventory management processes, then the opportunity
existed for improvement. Existing off the shelf I T could not remedy that for us.
We invested several years in review.
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Current supply channel management is inefficient,
duplicative, costly and in general inadequate up and
down the line. Too many parties, too many database
systems for the same transactions, poor information,
ledger and report dublications, are all illustrations of
the issue. Everyone has a different ledger, contract, and payment mechanism.
Many different ledgers is an opportunity to improve the overall system.
THE VISION

The Circe token is expected to be usable under license at the Circus post
issuance. This distinguishes us from 90% of other token issuances.
The token is a strategic
direction and value add to our network.
Holders of Circe gain permission in
Circes chain, which already exists.
The Circe smartchain is a planned technology extension and architechure change
from the current client server system and our current network, to a smartchain.
The token is planned to be able to work with the smartchain and future growth of
Circe, in addition to current business usage.

Ours is a bottom up approach.
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Our aim is to build on PIXIEDust to create key utility for our space in the form of
a distributed digital network, via blockchain and smart technologies, that
includes, our designers, distributors, stores, and customers. In later stages, the
smartchain can be expanded and utilized for other segment markets and the
internet of things. But a key differentiator is that we are building and designing
from the ground up from our existing network, with a real use case as opposed
to a top down approach that may or may not have an economic foundation.
THE MARKET

The CIRCE market consists of highly educated professional well travelled global
women from the ARTs, and professions who think for themselves and desire
unique and creative products at great price points. They find those items at
1000's of boutiques catering to them around the world.

The designers and

manufacturers are small (under $10 million) creating and designing unique
products 4-6 times per year for the changing seasons. For the clothing boutique
market the size is as follows:
Revenue

Annual Growth 12-17

$21bn

-2.5%

Forecast Growth 17-22

x.x%lock 254,288
x.x%lock

Businesses

153,711

Source: IBIS June 2017

The Designers Circus sits at a nexus in the apparel industry,
between designers, offshore producers, manufacturers,
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Employment
Profit

retailers and customers.
Similar industries to the apparel boutique market are lingerie stores, bridal
stores, maternity stores, plus size stores and over twenty different vertical
markets. Each has a supply chain. Many apparel companies onshore and off are
in related verticals.
More importantly, the womens boutique apparel market is a subset of the
apparel industry, which is a multibillion dollar market.
This market and other similar vertical markets are characterized by 10's of
thousands of small businesses. It does not consist of a few hundred large
department store chains or like described stores using large offshore production.
There can be no assurance that the Circe network will enlarge to include others.
OUR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT TODAY
http://www.pixiedust.me

We manage 100's of rotating designer manufacturers.

We have a network of

10s of thousands customers from around the world. Our

inventory

database processes a 120,000 units in a year 4x or 480000

trans. Our prior

manufacturing business distributed to over 500

stores. Our designer friends

distribute to a like numbers of stores.
Our Supply Chain History
Imagine being a twenty something single female struggling to develop her design
and manufacturing business. You fall in love with the Mayan people and fabrics of
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Guatemala, and decide to use them in your womens contemporary collections.
This isn't fabric or threads that are machine produced. This is cotton hand spun
and hand dyed. These are fabrics made in looms in little villages in the
mountains.
Only, in order to produce your 4-6 collections per year, you design the fabrics,
and their colors, and their patterns, and you fax information to Guatemala
continuously. This was pre internet. But more significantly, you travel there
many times a year and travel up and into the mountains, to meet your weavers
and dyers and spinners, in the middle of a 20 year civil war! So as a twenty year
old woman, you are dodging atrocities and warfare and soldiers and bad actors
everywhere. You take the risks, in order to do your production.
And then you become a smuggler, in order to bring first world goods to local
children and villagers.
And then you ship thru the warzone to Guatemala City. From there you export to
Boston. And from there you ship all across the US.
And so, along with other contemporaries and people who became friends of
yours, who are doing the same things, in places like Amins Uganda, Jamaica, the
middle east, Haiti, Peru and other places of turmoil, you develop a “je ne sais
quois”, fatalistic and exciting view of life. Danger, the CIA, rebels, the
governments, who is your friend? Your friends are the other people doing the
same kinds of production and supply chain distribution.
Supply side management, networks and chains, take on a different almost
incomprehensible dimension in that sense. These are chains forged in the midst
of turmoil.
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So, as you read this whitepaper, realize that for us, supply chain and networks
and blockchains and smart chains and tokens, have a much larger meaning.
Our first steps
Our first steps began years ago. We were at the tip of the spear in terms of
technology adoption and business innovation.
We have described it in earlier sections.

It is kind of funny when you think about it. Mark Zuckerberg
was across the river creating his “friend” social network
facebook, while at Harvard, and only a short distance away we were
putting the ideas of a network of friends, social, guerrilla
shopping, and pop ups into practice.
We are unique in other ways. We design and create some of the most arresting
and creative marketing in the world. Our affiches artisques (posters), are a
throwback to turn of the century Paris fin de siecle poster art. Think of us as
Toulouse Lautrec for our industry.
We maintain personal relationships
with our designers, our over 20,000
local customers and many more
worldwide. It matters, personal
relationships matter.
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We manage ARTISTS events in Boston and
participate in underwriting artists thru out
New England. Our Guilford location is an Arts
Center.
Having your own 20 plus year network of customers, designers, art institutions
and more, all of whom are your friends is a good start. We have 3 locations.
WHY CIRCE FOR OUR TOKEN NAME?
CIRCE is the greek word for the Goddess of Magic.
The word CIRCUS derives from it.
We've adopted CIRCE as the name for our
cryptocurrency because blockchain, and RFID, and
cryptocurrency is to our way of thinking MAGIC.
RFID smarttags broadcast details of the items it tags. The blockchain maintains
a ledger of the items. Users can get a snapshot of the items and their locations
24 x 7. Even more, smart contracts can be triggered that make payments to the
shipper automatically.
The CIRCE token is designed to reinforce the entire
network of CIRCUS relationships and more in our shared
economy, from Designer manufacturer, to distribution, to
retail, to customers.
For CIRCE to be viable it must be useful and valuable.
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BUILDING VALUE

1

+

1

=

3

The Circus mission since its beginning day after day, has always been to grow its
network. This began with two designers and no physical presence. Growing the
network was a solution to the business problem of returning capital after excess
production. A larger network made it easier and faster to achieve those returns.
Over time the network grew organically by word of mouth and friends. The
designers increased and participating women grew. Ultimately, after years of
growing the network, a physical presence was established.
Blockchain ecosystems have value created with the acceptance of tokens based
on the chain, real workable use cases and adoption, and actual usage as more
and more parties use it.

Because we are a worldwide network already, a token

has value to us. In the case of CIRCE we hope to move our supply chain into our
smart chain. We think they will see the value that we see.
From our perspective, there is value in our usage alone. But there is even more
that can be added if there is adoption. There can be no guarantees of adoption
however.
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ETHEREUM ERC 20
Not all tokens necessarily adhere to a particular standard. The Ethereum public
blockchain created a token standard called ERC20.
The ERC20 token standard makes tokens more easily interchangeable and ensure
they can work with Dapps adhering to the same standard.
As one would expect, the “magic” provided by ERC20 can be found under the
hood. The ERC20 standard makes it easier for all compatible tokens to be natively
supported by new projects and services. The introduction of this standard allows
for the tokenization of other features.
Ethereum and its ERC 20 standard created the momentum behind ICO's and
public exposure to blockchains and what are called cryptocurrencies.
Crowdfunding IDEAS via tokens is increasingly popular. The success rate of those
ideas remains to be seen. Many smart people are opining on ill conceived ideas
and even scams. Will the numbers of successful projects be 1 in 10, 1 in 20 or
something else? Will the gains from one offset the losses from the others? We
don't know. Unlike the venture capital industry where annual returns on pooled
capital averages out to 19% there are no metrics yet for ICO's, tokens,
blockchains and more.
But we do know that it will be some tokens and subchains that succeed annually.
And that number will grow the underlying chain which will make it more
valuable.
As for tokens, the value of tokens will go up and down with market forces.
Increases in demand move the demand curve to the right and if the supply stays
the same, the price goes up. We cannot predict usage and demand or
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movements in the demand curve or factors that contribute to demand curve
movement.
Circe is investigating tokens other than the ERC 20 ethereum system. Criteria we
are using are development tools, industry support, scale, speed and
transferability. They are iall mportant to us. Stellar, EOS, NANO, NEO, and some
others are being explored. There will be others.
Further, we reserve the right to change and port tokens in the future as we may
solely determine.

BLOCKCHAIN EXPLAINED

A Blockchain is essentially a secure database spread across multiple computers.
Everybody has the same record of all transactions, so tampering with one
instance of it is pointless. “Crypto” describes the cryptography that underlies it.
It allows people to securely interact or transact with the database while
guaranteeing that the blockchain database maintains an immutable record of it.
Technically looks like and is

a layer of “blocks” that rests on top of the internet

communication infrastructure. So now, for the reader, instead of the net simply
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connecting computers around the globe, we are creating a grid of digital
applications (DAPs) that will exist on computers around the globe performing all
sorts of decentralized tasks. In essence one large computer that consists of
many computers linked holding blocks or links in the chain, thus the name
blockchain.

A blockchain – originally block chain – is a continuously growing list of records,
called blocks, which are linked and secured using cryptography. Each block
typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp and
transaction data. By design, blockchains are inherently resistant to modification of
the data. A blockchain can serve as "an open, distributed ledger that can record
transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent
way." For use as a distributed ledger, a blockchain is typically managed by a peerto-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks. Once
recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the
alteration of all subsequent blocks, which needs a collusion of the network
majority.
There are many blockchains. There are many tokens associated with those
chains. The Circe blockchain will be applied technology built on top of other
development base chains. Neo, Stellar, Ethereum, EOS, Mobius, Orbs, and others
are under consideration.
RFID EXPLAINED

RFID stands for radio frequency information device.
Its the technology behind the smarttag
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This is a sample TAG.
The tag gets affixed to articles and broadcasts itself over a radio frequency,
information details, on the article such as location and other details about the
item. Receptors can listen and identify items within a certain area. It stands to
fundamentally change the information management process of inventory in all
sorts of ways.
Rather than having to do hand to hand counts, RFID smarttags allow you to have
a snapshot picture of everything instantly.

The RFID tag broadcasts information regarding items, and the CIRCE smartchain
keeps that record in its immutable ledgers. At Circe, the technology partners we
use but are not limited to are INTEL, AVERY, ZEBRA, SATO, Inpinj, and Retail
industry Insights.
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BLOCKCHAIN TO SMARTCHAIN
Using the blockchain openledger technology to keep a ledger of items that are
broadcasting via the smart tags, turns the blockchain into a smartchain. Not only
is there high visibility of the items in the chain but there is an automatic ledging
of the items. This holds the potential of dramatically improving business
processes for firms up and down the supply chain network. For Circe, we see
benefits.
ADOPTION AND IMPROVING PRICE PERFORMANCE

New technologies or disruptive products
must be a factor of 10x better in order
to supplant the existing order. This is
because the costs to make the transition are barriers to implementation. RFID
tagging has been slow in its adoption. One, it is a chicken and egg problem
between manufacturers and the supply chain. Two, the costs are high. Three,
the technology has been maturing.
Three years ago, sensors were $4000 each and to monitor a few thousand feet
space would cost $20,000 plus in sensors alone. Today, sensors are $400 and
dropping in price daily. Smart tags pricing is dropping. So price is no longer an
issue.
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Error rates have dropped so the efficiency is improved.
Two years ago, block chain was an unknown. Today it has entered the lexicon
via cryptocurrencies.
Combining smart tagging with an open ledger blockchain is a game changer. The
improvement in costs and function surpass the 10x business improvement factor.
Three things need to happen for adoption and usage
1 We must trust the data entered into the chain. Because the Circe chain
is private and longstanding, and trust is already occuring, this issue is
minimized
2 Small firms must participate in mass. Ninety (90) percent of all designer
manufacturers in this industry are small firms. It is difficult for small firms,
and firms, in any industry to use new technology. In order to participate in
the smart chain firms need access to the hardware, software and
knowledge. The task will prove difficult. Just look at the electronic logging
device (ELD) rule as a recent efort to get truckers to participate in a shared,
technology-driven mission. This was a congressionally mandated rule intended to help
create a safer work environment for drivers. The Secretary of Transportation required
drivers of commercial motor vehicles involved in interstate commerce to log their
miles into a device to make sure they do not drive too many consecutive miles
(roughly no more than 11 hours under certain conditions). One month before the
December 2017 deadline, only 37 percent of 1,600 feets were ELD-compliant.
3 Parties must agree to data standardization. Data standardization is not easy. For
example, electronic data interchange (EDI) is a standard in the logistics industry. EDI
has been around for more than 30 years, but there is no one overall EDI standard.
Diferent companies use diferent versions of EDI, which results in very meticulous and
time-consuming integration and development work so that companies can
collaborate.
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We have trust.
We have a chain of 10's of thousands to begin.
We think we know the data issues.
Our combination of blockchain and smart tagging coupled with our already
existing world network and our multi decade unparalleled reputation in our
industry, and personal relationships is significant. It does not guarantee mass
adoption, or trust by all, or acceptable data standards for everyone, but it
demonstrates a history that has some value and the buyer may wish to
take into consideration.
HOW TO BUILD A WORLDWIDE BLOCKCHAIN
Circes current network
built over a thirty year
period thru personal
relationships is a chain
that spans the globe.
People and personal
relationships matter.

1 Start with a chain of 10's of thousands
2 Add the chains of people and firms in your chain. For Circe that means•

Designer Circus chain

•

Blanco Negro chain (prior firm) of Guatemala to Boston to the US

•

Peggy Gibson chain of Peru to Boston to US
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•

Janet Burga Peru to Boston chain

•

Circus Chain of Montreal to Boston to US and Canada

•

Circus Chain of India to Boston to US

•

Israel to Boston to US chain

•

Europe to Roni Rabl to US chain

•

Germany to Circus to US chain

•

Bianca chain of Caribbean to US

•

Litanyu chain of China to US

•

Cindy Hong chain of Korea to US

•

Shin Li chain of Taiwan and Malaysia to US

3 People matter. Personal relationships matter. So we start our chain work
with geographically connected people, with personal relationships and
family in China, Korea, Japan, Peru, Guatemala, Haiti, Cuba, Italy the US,
Europe, Israel, and India. Locals know markets and people, so use them.
4 Realize that the blockchain industry and the technology is early days.
The industry needs to upgrade and there will be changes. We don't know
what will come but we do know that much of what is current is still
experimental. So, iterative ongoing change has to be built into our
worldwide blockchain, to give it the flexibility to adapt and improve. For us
its personal. These relationships are our friends. There can be no
assurances.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
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The Circe blockchain and the Circe token are for our current usage and for
iterative technology development. We are not a couple of engineers writing a
whitepaper and then proposing a “waterfall development” and inflexible project
in which we make assumptions that get coded and passed down to the market
like a waterfall. We are in a business we know. We are iteratively implementing
a usable token and chain. That means that the blockchain work is incremental
and evolutionary.

More importantly, we are informing the reader that not all of the answers to our
future network evolution are known or solved. The underlying technologies
themselves are evolutionary and in many cases experimental. It would be
dishonest for us to tell you otherwise.
For Circe, the smartchain implementation will occur as part of our normal
business. It took us approximately 5 months to create and code and develop
PIXIEDUST, our client server mysql database IOT solution, presently in use, using
ruby on rails. We have refined it over time. We spent more time doing research
before we built it. A similar time frame is targeted to occur for our blockchain
implementation. Moving our ledgers from one system to the next is
indeterminable and our chains ledgers to the smart chain is also indeterminable.
There are two parts to the openledger. The openledger blockchain technology for
keeping records of items, and the RFID smart tagging that broadcasts the
information of the item it tags over the net to the ledger. The database
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openledger will contain all of the identifying fields and records of items.
We are not going to bore you the reader with simple database fields and records
minutiae of items and constructing it.
The token will be used for payments in the chain, much like the gift card functions
now. It may also be used as a utility and a permission depending on final
architechure.
The CIRCE blockchain is likely to be
permissioned and private with known
users.

TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS
This section covers general technical considerations.
Platform limitations
Most token issuances and network implementations today are built on the
Ethereum network. Recent experience has illustrated limitations in the Ethereum
network.
The Ethereum network operates on a proof of work blockchain and is therefore
limited in throughput. This is as opposed to second and third generation
blockchains that use proof of stake, byzantine fault tolerance and other
mechanisms from unique architechures that allow them to have much faster
consensus in their chains than Ethereum. The current average confirmation time
or block time is approximately 15 seconds. For technical reasons the block time
will increase over time.
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The current throughput of the Ethereum network has gone from April of 2017
from 80,000 transactions per day, to one month later 284000, transactions per
day, to 1895450 transactions per day in January 2018. It has since retreated to
591000 per day. Over time the Ethereum network can adjust to higher volume
for additional throughput.
In 2018 Circe has a network of tens of thousands. Deploying that network into a
blockchain requires some planning. One, for the token, and two for for the
openledger. Having both on the same network may not be optimal. Based on our
current network size and expected transactions daily, the Circe Network could
potentially surpass Ethereums throughput capability and presents a risk of
congesting the network.
Other things to take into consideration. Ethereum transaction confirmation times
result in significant delayed responsiveness and our users typically expect fast
responses. The second is that the Ethereum blockchain requires fees to be paid
for every transacton. Fees for transacton payments of goods or services in the
openledger can be absorbed, but fees for consumer facing transactions of a
smaller nature are a potential problem. Progress is being made in these areas by
the Ethereum foundation vis a vis Casper research, Graphene, Raiden and
Plasma. It isn't certain when the Ether network will see any new
implementations. As a business with our own network we have to plan based on
what we know, not what might be. Later we can make changes if it makes sense.
Given those issues, Circe is planning on utilizing a chain for its TOKEN so that we
can meet performance, scale, and cost needs, and a hybrid off chain for its
openledger smart chain. This approach will improve user experience from
latency, avoid excessive network fees, and avoid stress and congestion on the
public network
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DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

1980

First visit to Mayans of Guatemala

1981

START production and network
development
Learn Import process
A few styles, No network
Fax technology

1980'S

Guatemala Civil War
Develop network
Friends in mountain highlands
Mayan weavers
Guatemala City production

1980s
`

1985

Disappearances (40,000)
Genocide Mayan Higlands
(200,000)
Help the Network

First sales Circe Network
100's in network
Waterfront
Smuggling to Guatemalan orphans
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1990-6

End Civil War-Peace Accords
1000's in network
6 lines per year
500 stores
Relationships with other mfgs
Allston location
START managing Open
Studios for Artists
Begin with Workstations

2004

Close Blanco Negro
START Designers Circus™
Trial and error
Personal relationships matter

2006

Boston location add Portland
location
Affiches Artistiques for Boston
Flying Naked Lady logo
“tell a friend” strategy

2009

Yearly Format Resolved
Grow the Network is Strategy
More thousands added to network
Network first, money later
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2010

the Network is the Circus™
10's of thousands in network

2011

Research IT Market
Design and build Pixiedust.me
Client Server System ledger

2014

Guilford location added
RFID beginning

2015

RFID development test feedback
Cost reductions
Business process testing

2016

Beginning of migration to
blockchain technology
Tokenization of Circe network
Plan migration
A SMARTCHAIN
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2017

Blockchain gains media attention
RFID Costs reduced
RFID tech improvements
More RFID vendors
RFID matures

2018

Circe Token Issuance

month 1

Implement Circe Token Use
Boston, Portland, Guilford
Introduce to Network
Begin evangelizing
Start Smartchain work

month 3

Pixiedustme available to Circe
token after migration. Testing
required

month 8

Early release of test
blockchain
Test and refine RFID functions
Feedback from network
Test
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2019

Evangelize and test SmartChain
Begin migration to openledger at
Designers Circus

2019

Add Circe Network

2020

Add Circe Network networks

2022

Add Other Vertical Networks

2025

IOT-internet of things
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PEOPLE

China Connection-Chain
Litianyu “Sylvia” Wang.
CIRCE HEAD. As a Bentley
post grad accounting graduate, from Shandong China, Sylvia came to the CIRCUS
in 2015 where she could put
her accounting skills to work in a real world environment. At the Circus in
addition to her normal duties, she's been managing PIXIEDUIST.me, and heading
up designer relationships, finance and general product and project development.
She realized quickly that the inventory management process was expensive
repetitive and consumed with duplication. Both for the Circus itself which
processes 480,000 units per year, and all of the parties in the supplychain and
industry.
As the head of PIXIE Sylvia determined that migrating PIXIE to an open
blockchain ledger ecosystem was a solution for the CIRCUS and the womens
boutique industry, and the apparel industry and beyond that all goods and
services, an evolution of our PIXIEDUST internet of things.
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People make the chains. Circe
people are these chains.

Taiwan and Malaysia Connection-Chain
Shin Li comes from Taiwan and Malaysia. She has lived in Singapore, Malaysia,
Shanghai and Taiwan. Educated at international schools in Shanghai and Taiwan,
she pursued her college studies in Boston, before coming to the Circus.
Peru and South America Connection-Chain
J is a lawyer from Peru, finishing her legal studies at Boston University. She has
an interest in using
the Circe blockchain to aid in
development in her native Peru.
Haiti Cuba Italy Connection-Chain
Bianca came to the Circus in 2015 and
has been a key member of the company.
Her father is Cuban. Her mother is Haitian. Her extended family extends
from Boston to the Caribbean and goes back to Italy.
Korean Connection-Chain
comes to us from Korea. She is a new addition to the Circus and Circe.
Guatemala Connection-Chain
Kathleen O'Neill. Designers Circus owner Kathleen O'Neill's passion for clothing
and fashion began early. At five years old, she designed and sewed clothing for
her Barbies on a little clamp sewing machine; decades later, she would design her
own line of clothes hand-woven in Guatemala. For 20 years Kathleen produced
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offshore and sold to over 500 boutiques in the US. Third world production and a
supply chain that crosses borders, and customs requirements produces managers
well versed in the complexities of organizing people in the chain.
Kathleen has a near photographic memory of styles and designers and the
womens apparel industry. Her business style was to combine charity for the third
world with economic opportunity for people in the cultures she loved.
The Circus itself fundamentally altered the typical DESIGNER-MANUFACTURERRETAILER-CUSTOMER relationship. The CIRCE chain builds on that disruption.
DIane Butkus not only enjoys the longest staff tenure at the circus, she
remembers the old days as a customer waiting for the sale to open at 7 am as a
parade of shoppers made their determined hike up five flights of stairs on A
Street. An avid reader, longtime writing student and essayist, Diane delights in
talking books with the novelists, poets, authors and readers amongst our
customers and can often be seen down the street at Brookline Booksmith's terrific
Writers and Readers Series. She likes to pair the stiff, architectural shape of her
dress with the softening ruffled look of a summer sweater for a contrast in
texture. And her red leather bag is just the right size for a paperback!
Albanian Connection-Chain
Brittney Mancini. Two of our circus staff share a career commitment to health
and an after-hours love of music. California transplant Brittney Mancini, was a
quick study at Designers Circus and also at the BU School of Public Health where
she is pursuing a graduate degree in Global Health. When she's not hitting the
books or stocking the racks, she enjoys Brazilian dance, salsa and nights out
listening to live jazz and blues.
Deb Kay's long career in nursing had many deep satisfactions, while her work
here has a singular pleasure - playing dress-up! Wondering how that dress falls
or thisskirt fits? Ask Deb - she's likely tried it on! And while our cheery, relaxed
showroom is happily egalitarian, once a year Deb is delighted to be surrounded
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by divas. As a long-time volunteer with the New England region of the
Metropolitan Opera auditions, Deb assists in organizing the auditions which
culminate in a recital for regional semi-finalists at Jordan Hall.
Israel Connection-Chain
Pamela Wise. Pam is our native KIBUTZ attendee from years ago. She taught
ballet in Israel. They didn't want her to leave. She had very generous
inducements to stay centered around her ballet. But the heart wants what the
heart wants and we are all young once. You may not have heard about Pamela
Wise' background as a ballet teacher and modern dancer - but did you know she
was "Miss Banana Split" in an ad campaign for Dairy Queen? (Ask to see her
fruity and flexible photo!) Pamela also created costumes for a modern dance
company; Shout out to Pams husband, he's our connection to the music industry
via his connections at Berkely School of Music. Shhhh.
Israel Connection-Chain
Limor Geller. Limor has been with the Circus for several years and is one of our
resident social media gurus
Lisa Strawbridge. If fashion were a poem, Lisa Strawbridge would 'take the
road less traveled by' - she loves designs that are strange, eye-catching and
beautifully uncommon. She is also drawn to water and lives on a pier - she
suggests it may be related to her astrological sign Cancer whose symbol is the
crab! A passionate sailor on Truant, the wooden 'picnic' boat handmade by her
late father-in-law, she loves to sail into Maine's Isleford Dock for a festive meal
with her husband and friends.All a-board!
Joy Hanken. Some children discovered fashion through paper dolls and tabbed
party dresses from a toy store box. Joy Hanken learned about fashion and
merchandising in the clothing stores of her aunts and uncles and through her
parents' designer clothing import business, later completing a fine arts degree
and showing and selling her ceramic sculptures on Newbury Street. An avid
gardener, Joy's dreamy cottage garden was featured in the Globe Magazine and
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her visual aesthetics using color, texture and shape inform her work and play at
the circus.
Diana Chin. You may have noticed Diana Chin is at the ready to help customers
and staff in every way possible; no surprise since her life outside the circus has
been committed to community service. She was a founding member of Friends of
the Fanueil Branch of the Boston Public Library and help lead the charge decades
ago to keep the branch open when budget cuts threatened closure. Twenty-seven
years later, she remains a vital part of its' annual Funky Auctionfundraising
committee which supports myriad programs for neighborhood children and
families.
Linda Swartz. While sorting hangers at $.25 an hour in her family's clothing
stores might not have been a glamorous introduction to the world of
fashion, Linda Swartz' early exposure helped develop an appreciation for design,
fabric, fit and quality at an early age. Her keen, observer's eye served her well as
an artist/photographer and university instructor of photography and her attention
to detail attends her passion for gardening and as membership chair of the
Affenpinscher Club of America.
Sumner Caughey. Senior Software Developer and Technical lead for the CIRCE.
Ten years of development work post graduation from BU in computer science.
Portuguese Connection-Chain
Maria Lauer. Marketing lead for CIRCE. Maria is a fine artist, graphic
designer,based in Fall River, Mass. When she is not creating visual work or leading
a classroom, she is blasting away on her trombone. Maria is closely integrated
with the Portuguese community.
DownEast Connection-Chain
Tina Kenney. A native of South Carolina Tina heads up operations in Portland,
Maine. Resposible for the growth and success of the Portland market Tina gives
us our “down home” and “you can't get there from heah” perspective. She is
very practical with a great sense of humor.
Chicago Connection-Chain
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Kat Harshbarger. Kat comes to us from a sailing family. She is another of our
social media gurus with a heavy emphasis on video.
ADVISERS
NYC Connection -Chain
Chrissy Lovey. BU graduate and past summer manager Chrissy Lovey imagines
herself a modern-day hippie .Accented with a chunky statement necklace of
natural materials from local jeweler Tracey Designs, Chrissy enjoys the attention
her unique clothes and accessories receive among her friends and is fashion
ready to join them for tapas or her new discovery, Ethiopian food. While Chrissy is
our computer whiz kid at the circus, she has an entirely different tactile
experience at home with her own 'Apple' - her exotic snake!
Chrissy has the distinction of beginning the CIRCE project and managing
developing

the PIXIEDUST.me, development that currently powers the Circus.

She is presently in NYC/New Jersey.
US Southwest Connection -Chain
Maralyce Feree. Currently living the wild child cowgirl life in Bisbee Arizona,
(just kidding) Maralyce has over 30 years of experience in the womens design
industry, both as a designer manufacturer and as a store owner. In Portland
Maine, her firm the Maralyce Feree Company, pioneered the utilization of fleece in
contemporary womens outerwear. Her designs oftentimes referred to as
“stunning”, became the must have coat for generations of professional women
who frequently bought multiple styles and colors over time.
Maralyce has been an adviser to the Circus for decades, first as a fellow designer
and colleague with Kathleen, and later she was instrumental in the formation of
the DESIGNERS CIRCUS and its entree into Portland. Her network across the US
was over 500.
Liam Norris. Tech adviser Liam is a physicist mathematician from the University
of Redlands with additional post grad work in Budapest. Liam designed and
developed the PIXIEDUST.me platform along with Chrissy Lovey. Afterwards, as
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the first employee named Synack, he designed, developed and coded the SYNACK
security crowd intelligence platform which Synacks post NSA researchers use to
hunt security flaws, and vulnerabilities, for governments and the top firms of the
world. Synack raised over $50 million and went from Liam and the two founders
to over 100 people and a leadership position in hacker bounty programs with
name clients and government agencies.
Liam is CIRCEs blockchain tech adviser and evangelist.
US West Coast Connection-Chain
Peggy Finegan. From San Francisco, Peggy is well respected in the industry,
serving and assisting designers and manufacturers across the country for over 30
years. Her focus has been the west coast. She has been a long term counsel.
Europe Connection-Chain
Yael at Roni Rabl. From New York, Yael is one of the top distributors in the
country. Yael brings unparalleled experience, locally, nationally and
internationally, and connections to the CIRCE network. Yael also sits at the
NEXXUS of the industry with connections spanning the globe.
Will Norris. From Industrial Dreams, a 40 year old technology incubator and
developer, Will has been core contributor to the CIRCE technology platform
development and instrumental in strategy and technology.
US New England Connection-Chain
Richard Polish. Richard is the rich personal glue of the New England design and
boutique community. Thorougly entertaining and sensitive and hip to whats
going on thru out the industry Richard has been an adviser and part of the
network for over a decade.
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RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Risk Mitigation
Prospective Purchasers of Circe Tokens enjoy the following differences from many token offerings.
1 Circe/Designers Circus is a 25 year old company, and has less risk of business failure in
the market than a startup
2 Circe has an existing working business model
3 Circe has customers
4 Circe has an existing network of 10's of thousands of relationships
5 Circe utilizes gift cards that the token will replace
6 Circe has a supply chain created over decades
7 Circe has a client server IOT development that the smartchain will replace
8 Circe has tested management
9 Circe has a good reputation and relationships in the community and industry
10 TRUST. Circe is trusted with millions of dollars of other companies assets annually
based on personal relationships and a handshake.
11 The Circe Token will be usable immediately in 3 states and locations.
12 Circe plans include the usage of Circe Tokens
Carefully Consider
Prospective purchasers of CIRCE tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and
uncertainties associated with CIRCE and their respective businesses and operations, the tokens,
and the CIRCE ICO, all information set out in the white paper prior to the purchase of tokens. If
any such risks and uncertainties develop into actual events, the business, financial condition,
results of operatinons and prospects of CIRCE could be materially and aversely affected. In such
cases, you may lose all or a part of the value of the token.
In addition, the Company may not be held liable for any of the following:
(a) use of services that are not compliant with the terms of the contract;
(b) non-performance, failure, malfunction or unavailability of the services due to a third party, the
Buyer, a third-party product, or the Buyer’s breach of its obligations;
(c) indirect damages such as business loss or disturbance, loss of orders, operating loss,
infringement of the trade mark, loss of profits or clients (e.g. improper disclosure of confidential
information concerning said clients due to failure or piracy of the system, third-party proceedings
against The Buyer, etc.) loss, disclosure or unlawful or fraudulent use of user sign-ons by the
Buyer or third parties;
(d) suspension of access or temporary or permanent suspension of services (in particular, arising
from a request issued by an appropriate administrative or judicial authority, or notification
received from a third-party;
(e) loss, alteration or destruction of all or part of the content (information, data, applications, files
or other items) hosted on the infrastructure, insofar as the Company is not responsible for
managing the continuity of client activities, and data backups in particular;
(f) mismatch between the services and the Buyer’s needs (in particular, with regard to the
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sensitivity of the relevant data), security incidents relating to use of the Internet, concerning in
particular the loss, alteration, destruction, disclosure or unauthorized access to the Buyer’s data or
details on or via the Internet;
(g) damage to systems, applications and other items installed by the Buyer on the infrastructure
In participating to the Token Sale, the Buyer is made aware of the following risks. Those risks are
explicitly accepted by the Buyer when participating to the Token Sale. The Company expressly
disclaims any liability for any direct or indirect loss or damage of any kind arising directly or
indirectly from the realization of any of those risks.
We may not reach the target amount and not have sufficient funds to complete the
ecosystem, and,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are macro trends that may influence the blockchain token digital currency market
severely depreciating it,
We may not successfully complete our smartchain,
The project may be completed but not work to the satisfaction of all parties,
We may not have enough money,
We can expect competition with from larger firms, with more money, that are better,
Technology change can affect the project,
There may be unforseen developments,
International laws may render parts of the project impossible,
Government institutions may place CIRCE tokens under scrutiny,
Regulation may occur that affects blockchains and tokens,
CIRCE token ownership may fall under new and unpredicted taxation laws that will erode
benefits,
The CIRCE ecosystem may not succeed in creating the necessary momentum and scale
which may result in low acceptance and usage,
Blockchain technology changes,
Token sales and ICO's have been known to come under attack from hackers that results in
theft, which may inflict massive losses on the company or customers,
The performance may be an issue,
RFID is a maturing technology and may not be ready.
We may have personel changes or loss,
There can be no guarantee that our technology managers and contractors perform well,
and there may be turnover,
Natural hazards may occur.
Blockchain technology may have unforseen limitations
There may be a need to create a hybrid client server, blockchain system based on
experience and testing.
We may change from the ERC token standard
We may change from Ethereum blockchain

BY PURCHASING CIRCE TOKENS, THE BUYER EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND
ASSUMES THESE RISKS.
• Software Risks
CIRCE software features are currently under development. Accordingly, the Buyer accepts that the
development is not guaranteed to succeed, that the platform is subject to software and technical
risks and that said items and features may never be deployed on the platform should unexpected
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technical obstacles be identified in the course of the product development.
• Risk of loss of access to a CIRCE TOKEN due to loss of credentials
In the context of their use of the Company’s services, the Buyer’s TOKENS may be linked to a
CIRCE acccount. The Buyer can only access the CIIRCE account using their credentials. The loss of
these credentials will result in the loss of the TOKENS. Good practices advise the Buyer to store
their credentials securely in one or more backup locations that are geographically separated from
the work location.
• Risks associated with the TOKEN protocol
Both TOKENS and the CIRCE network are based on A TOKEN protocol. Therefore, any malfunction,
unplanned function or unexpected operation of the protocol may cause the CIRCE network or
TOKENS to malfunction or operate in a way that is not expected.
• Risks associated with the buyer’s credentials
Any third party that obtains access to the Buyer’s credentials or private keys may be able to use
the Buyer’s TOKENS. To minimize this risk, the Buyer must protect itself against people gaining
unauthorized access to their electronic devices.
• Legal risk and risk of adverse regulatory intervention in one or more jurisdictions
Blockchain technologies have been reviewed by various regulatory bodies around the world,
including within the European Union. The Token Sale has been structured to comply with law
applicable at the time of the offer. Operations of the CIRCE network and of TOKENS may be
impacted by the passing of restrictive laws, the publication of restrictive or negative opinions, the
issuing of injunctions by national regulators, the initiation of regulatory actions or investigations,
including but not limited to restrictions on the use or ownership of digital tokens such as CIRCE
TOKENTS, which may prevent or limit development of the CIRCE network and, therefore, impact
the uses or potential value of TOKENS. Given the lack of cryptocurrency legal qualifications in
most countries, each buyer is strongly advised to carry out a legal and tax analysis concerning the
purchase and ownership of TOKEENS according to their nationality and place of residence.
Moreover, the legal and regulatory diligences necessary for the development of the CIRCE network
and services in different jurisdictions have not yet been conducted, including the legal and
regulatory diligences relating to labor laws. There is a risk that adverse laws or regulation in those
jurisdictions might prevent or limit the development of the CIRCE network and, therefore, impact
the uses or potential value of the TOKENS.
• Risk of a lack of interest in the CIRCE network or distributed applications
There is a possibility that the CIRCE applications may not be used by a large number of
companies, individuals and other organizations, and that there may be limited public interest in
the creation and development of distributed applications. Such a lack of interest could impact on
the development of the CIRCE network and, therefore, on the uses or potential value of CIRCE
TOKENS.
• Risk that the CIRCE network, as developed, does not meet buyer expectations
The CIRCE network is currently under development and may undergo significant redesign prior to
its launch. For a number of reasons, not all Buyer’s expectations concerning the CIRCE network or
TOKENSform and functions may be met on the launch date, including changes in design,
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implementation and execution of the CIRCE network.
• Risk of theft and piracy
Hackers or other malicious or criminal groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the
Token Sale, the CIRCE network or the availability of TOKENS in several ways including, but not
limited to, denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, mystification, phishing, attacks, smurfing,
malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks.
• Risk of security weaknesses in the CIRCE network’s core infrastructure software
The CIRCES’s core software is based on open source software. There is a risk that the CIRCE
team, or other third parties, may intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses or bugs
into the core infrastructure elements of the CIRCE network, by interfering with the use of or
causing loss of CIRCE TOKENS.
• Risk of weakness or exploitable breakthrough in the field of cryptography
Advances in cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum computers,
may present risks for crypto-currencies and the CIRCE platform, which could result in the theft or
loss of CIRCE TOKENS
• Risk of a mining attack
As with other decentralized cryptographic tokens and crypto-currencies, the blockchain used for
the CIRCE network is vulnerable to mining attacks, including but not limited to, dual-expense
attacks, powerful mining attacks, selfish mining attacks, and critical competition attacks. Any
successful attack poses a risk to the CIRCE software and the expected performance and
sequencing of contract calculations. Despite the best efforts of the CIRCE team, the risk of known
or new mining attacks exists.
• Risk of the CIRCE network failing to be used or adopted
While CIRCE TOKENs should not be considered an investment, their value is bound to change over
time. This value may be limited if the CIRCE network is not sufficiently developed, used or
adopted. In such a case, there could be few or no markets at the platform launch, which would
limit the value and liquidity of CIRCE TOKENs.
• Risk of a tight market for CIRCE TOKENS
There are currently no exchanges or trading facilities on which CIRCE TOKENS can be traded. If
such exchanges or trading facilities do develop, they will probably be relatively new and subject to
poorly understood regulatory oversight. They may therefore be more vulnerable to fraud and
default than the established and regulated exchanges that exist for other products. Should
exchanges or trading facilities that represent a substantial part of the CIRCE TOKENS trading
volume be involved in fraud, security failures or other operational problems, the failures of such
exchanges or trading facilities may limit the CIRCE TOKENSs value or liquidity.
• Risk of an uninsured loss
Unlike bank accounts or accounts in other regulated financial institutions, funds held through the
CIRCE network or Ethereum network are generally uninsured. At present, there are no public or
private insurance agents providing buyers with coverage against a loss of CIRCE TOKENS or a loss
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of value.
• Risk of winding-up of the CIRCE project
For a number of reasons including, but not limited to, an unfavorable fluctuation in
cryptocurrencies value, an unfavorable fluctuation in CIRCE TOKENs value, the failure of business
relationships or competing intellectual property claims, the CIRCE project may no longer be a
viable activity and may be dissolved or simply not launched.
• Risk of malfunction in the CIRCE network
The CIRCEnetwork may be impacted by an adverse malfunction including, but not limited to, a
malfunction that results in the loss of CIRCE TOKENs or market information.
• Unforeseen risks
Crypto-currencies and cryptographic tokens are a cutting-edge, untested technology. In addition
to the risks stipulated above, there are other risks that the CIRCE team cannot predict. Risks may
also occur as unanticipated combinations or as changes in the
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, REFERENCE
The Buyer acknowledges that the Company retains sole and exclusive ownership of all intellectual,
industrial and expertise rights (documents, data, etc.) relating to CIRCE TOKENs. The technical
and technological resources and expertise used to design both CIRCE TOKENSs and documents of
any nature shall remain the exclusive property of the Company, regardless of whether they are
protected under an intellectual property clause. Therefore, any document, listing, database, etc.,
in their entirety, are communicated to the Buyer in return for payment or free of charge solely for
use that exclusively enables them to make their Order, whether or not under a separate
availability and/or non-disclosure agreement that forms an integral part of these terms and
conditions, and may not be used by the Buyer for any other purpose without incurring their
liability.
FORCE MAJEURE
Force majeure is deemed any event beyond the parties’ control, which they cannot reasonably
foresee or reasonably avoid or overcome, provided that its occurrence makes it impossible to fulfill
the obligations and adversely affects Order execution (e.g. natural cataclysm, variation in
blockchain fees, armed conflicts, labor disputes, changes in regulations, subcontractor failure,
blockchain breakdown, etc.). The most diligent Party shall promptly notify the other Party by any
means, and the Parties will then agree to negotiate in good faith any changes required to ensure
the continuity of contract obligations. If, however, such impossibility exceeds three months, the
most diligent Party may terminate the contract in writing without incurring its liability and without
entitling the other party to claim any right of recourse or compensation, with the Company
retaining previously collected amounts, which are irrevocably acquired.
The Parties shall not be held liable for any consequences of a force majeure event as defined
above.
COMPLETENESS OF TERMS, CONTRACT, DISCLAIMERS, WAIVER INTERPRETATION
This constitutes the entire agreement between the Buyer and the Company with respect to the
Operation and supersedes all other oral and written representations, understandings or
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agreements relating thereto.
Should any provision be declared null and void or deemed unwritten, all other provisions shall
remain in full force and effect. The Company’s decision not to avail itself of any one of these
provisions shall not be construed as a waiver of its right to apply the same provision at a later
date. The interpretation and assessment of the validity of any contract is understood in
accordance with the following documents, in descending order in the hierarchy of norms: terms
and conditions, order acknowledgment of receipt, invoice, and delivery notification.
CHANGE OF LAW
The Buyer acknowledges and accepts that the Token Sale is taking place within a legal
environment that is still under development. New laws or rules may subsequently frame, modify
or clarify the practice of such operations. Where necessary, should legislative changes conflict with
all or part of these documents, the Company reserves the right to amend the terms of the
operation as appropriate, retroactively if necessary, in order to ensure that the operation remains
legal and compliant with the various regulatory bodies.
The Company will answer to any request issued via regular legal process aimed at obtaining
specific information about the operation or its clients, specifically regarding anti-money laundering
legislations.
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LEGAL

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please read the following notice carefully before and after reading this White Paper document
prepared by CIRCE (the “White Paper”).
This notice applies to all persons who read this document. Please note this notice may be altered
or updated.
PLEASE READ THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS, DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE TOKEN SALE.
The White Paper has been prepared solely in respect of the crowdsale of the CIRCE tokens
(“ICO”).
DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, CIRCE, CIRCE
FOUNDATION, and DESIGNERS CIRCUS Corp, shall not be liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but
not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use of data), arising in connection
with any acceptance of or reliance on this White paper or any part thereof by you.
NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
CIRCE does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation,
warranty or undertaking in relation to truth, acccuracy and completeness of any of the information
set out in the WhitePAPER or any published FAQs.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this white Paper or such part
thereof (as case may be), you represent to CIRCE as follows:
(a) you agree and acknowledge that CIRCE tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any
jurisdiction:
(b) you agree and acknowledge that this White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer
document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdicion or a
solicitation for inverstment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any contact or
binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on
the basis of this Whitepaper;
(c ) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the
information set out in this White paper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws,
regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution, or
dissemination of this White paper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements or rules have been complied with;
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(d) you agree and acknowledge that this White paper, the undertaking and/or the completion of
the CIRCE ICO, or future trading of the CIRCE tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not
be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indicaton of the merits of CIRCE, the tokens
and the CIRCE ICO.
(e) the distribution or dissemination of this WhitePaper, or any part thereof or any copy thereof,
or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws,
regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are
applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and
without liability to CIRCE;
(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any tokens, the
tokens are NOT construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
1. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
2. debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether CIRCE) rights,
options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
3. units in a collective investment scheme;
4. units in a business trust;
5. derivatives of units in a business trust; or
6. any security or class of securities.
(g) Citizens of China cannot participate at all in the pre-sale of the CIRCE ICO
(h) you must be an accredited investor under US standards to purchase tokens in the pre-sale
(i) you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any CIRCE
tokens there are risks associated with CIRCE and their respective business and operations, the
tokens, and CIRCE;
(j) you agree and acknowledge the CIRCE is not liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited
to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising out of or in connectioni with
any acceptance of or reliance on this White paper or any part thereof by you; and rights under a
contract for differences or under any other contract the purposs or pretended purpose of which is
to secure a profit and avoid a loss;
(k) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non
misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession of this Whitepaper or
such part thereof (as the case may be);
(l) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any CIRCE tokens,
that any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to the purchase thereof, shall be settled by
arbitration in accordance with the International Arbitration Rules of the International Centre for
Dispute Resolution. You agree to first try and settle the dispute by mediation administered by the
International Centre for Dispute Resolution under its rules before resorting to Arbitration, litigation
or some other dispute resolution technique.
CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This White paper may contain certain forward looking statements, as to future operating results
and plans that involve risks and uncertainties. Such forward looking statements involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause the actual results performance and
achievements of CIRCE to differ materially from any future performatnce, results or achievements
expressed or implied by those in the forward looking statements for any reason.
NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION OF OFFERING
No shares or other securities of the Company are being offered for subscription or sale in any
jurisdiction pursuant to the White Paper.
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INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY
The White Paper is being made publicly available for information purposes only and does not
require any action to be taken by the general public or shareholders of the Company.
The White Paper does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or
purchase shares, rights or any other securities in the Company.
TOKEN SALE
Company reserves the right to price the CIRCE Tokens (tokens) at its sole discretion and sell
them at any discount or premium in relation to the Tokens ICO prices or any market price.
The Company reserves the right to sell its reserve Tokens to any eligible buyers, including but not
limited to,, cryptocurrency buyers, Company’s shareholders and any affiliates of the above.
The Company reserves the right to, at its sole discretion, create and/or activate the maximum
amount of Tokens (specified in the White paper), including the reserve Tokens, and make them
commercially available to the general public either directly or any via eligible agents, including
cryptocurrency exchanges and trading facilitators worldwide.
The Company reserves the right to change the blockchain technology and token standard to
something other than ERC20. It is evaluating alternatives and will continue to evalue.
The Company states that all Token market capitalization and inventory calculations and valuations
will be performed independently by 3rd parties and it shall not assume any responsibility
whatsoever for such calculations and valuations.
THE TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS WHITE PAPER HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED, APPROVED, OR
DISAPPROVED BY THE US SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ANY STATE SECURITIES
COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES OR ANY OTHER REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOR HAVE ANY
OF THE FOREGOING AUTHORITIES EXAMINED OR APPROVED THE CHARACTERISTICS OR THE
ECONOMIC REALITIES OF THIS TOKEN SALE OR THE ACCURACY OR THE ADEQUACY OF THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER UNDER, THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS
AMENDED, OR UNDER THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION. PURCHASERS OF THE TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS
WHITE PAPER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THEY BEAR ANY RISKS INVOLVED IN THE PURCHASE OF
TOKENS, IF ANY, FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.THE TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCS
HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED, APPROVED, OR DISAPPROVED BY THE US SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ANY STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES OR ANY
OTHER REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOR ANY OF THE FOREGOING AUTHORITIES EXAMINED OR
APPROVED THE CHARACTERISTICS OR THE ECONOMIC REALITIES OF THIS TOKEN OFFERING OR
THE ACCURACY OR THE ADEQUACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCS UNDER,
THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED, OR UNDER THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
STATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION. PURCHASERS OF THE
TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCS SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THEY BEAR ANY RISKS
INVOLVED IN THE PURCHASE OF TOKENS, IF ANY, FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS :
Some of the statements in the DOCS include forward-looing statements which reflect the
Company's and/or the Management current views with respect to product development, execution
roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with respect to the
Company and the sectors and industries in which the Company operates.
Statements which include the words ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'',
''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' and similar
statements are of a future or forward-looking nature.
All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties.
Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the actual results to differ
materially from those indicated in these statements.
These factors include but are not limited to those described in the part of the DOCS entitled ''Risk
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Factors'', which should be read in conjunction with the other cautionary statements that are
included in the DOCS.
Any forward-looking statements in the DOCS reflect the current views with respect to future
events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the
operations, results of operations and growth strategy.
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the DOCS.
Subject to industry acceptable disclosure and transparency rules and common practices, the
Company undertakes no obligation publicly to update or review any forward-looking statement,
whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.
All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or
individuals acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by this
paragraph.
Prospective buyers of the CIRCE token should specifically consider the factors identified in the
DOCS which could cause actual results to differ before making a purchase decision.
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TOKEN ISSUANCE PROCESS
On concluding the Token Sale, the tokens will be issued by a technical process
referred to as a “Blockchain”. The blockchain used may be Ethereum, an open
source IT protocol over which the Company has no rights or liability in terms of its
development and operation. We may use another chain.
The tokens will be issued by the Company. The Company has no control over and
may not take any action against blockchain technology, the Ethereum network
and protocol, or other network or protocol, the Smart Contract and its code in
performance mode. Therefore, the Company may not be held liable in any way for
any feature that might affect the token passing scheme or ownership of the
CIRCE TOKENS sold, or that might hamper The Buyer’s ability to use the CIRCE
TOKENs, including display of the CIRCE TOKENs in an electronic wallet compatible
with the ERC20 token standard, or other standard, or the assignment of these
CIRCE TOKENs to a third party.
The Company reserves the right to migrate the ERC-20 CIRCE TOKENs, or if other
protocols are used to another should the Company determine, in its reasonable
discretion, that doing so is necessary or desirable for the operation of the
Company services. Upon the Company’s request, the Buyer agrees to take any
and all actions reasonably necessary to perform the migration of your tokens to
another protocol identified by the Company. If the Buyer fails to perform such
migration, CIRCE TOKENs may not be compatible with the services provided for
by the Company going forward. Notwithstanding any other provision of these
T&S, the Company shall not be held responsible or liable for any damages, losses,
costs, fines, penalties or expenses of whatever nature, whether or not reasonably
foreseeable by the Parties, which the Buyer may suffer, sustain or incur, arising
out of or relating to the Buyer’s failure to perform such migration of their CIRCE
TOKEN to another protocol identified by the Company.
The acquisition of CIRCE TOKENs by transferring tokens or crypto-currencies
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comes under the Buyer’s sole liability and will be subject to the terms and
conditions of the protocol and the Ethereum network. As CIRCE TOKENs are
issued , the Company is not obliged to reimburse or compensate in any way any
Buyer whose CIRCE TOKENs have not been issued for any reason.
Once issued, the tokens may be freely assigned or transferred to third parties by
The Buyer, in whole or in part, at their own initiative, in return for payment or
free of charge. However, the Buyer shall be solely and fully liable for the
conditions and consequences of such an assignment or transfer of the CIRCE
TOKENs in their possession. In particular, given that the Company will have no
control over such transactions, The Buyer may not claim against the Company for
any loss of their CIRCE TOKENs due to any error of any kind that may occur
during the transfer.
Circe tokens may be exchangeable into other tokens post issuance. The company
makes no representations on exchange related questions.
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UTILITY AND NEED FOR A CIRCE TOKEN
The Circe Token will be a utility token, which means it offers the user or holder of
the token, utility or usability. Our usability is on day one.

If you think about it in terms of a video game arcade, at some arcades you can
just put quarters in the machine. In others, you have to put tokens in the
machine. So users have to buy the token to transact within the ecosystem. The
idea is that people really want to use the product or service that the company is
offering, and that the token is the only way to access it.

There are two popular tokens in the world today, Bitcoin and Ether, each of which
that can do a lot. Many altcoin offerings are based on the Ethereum ERC 20
standard. So the question is, why a new token, why the Circe Token? What can
it do that can't be done by Ether or Bitcoin?

And the answer is the Circe Token is for the CIRCE NETWORK. The Circe Token
adds value to the network and solves some of its members problems. The Circe
Token combined with a future Circe smartchain solves more problems. The
ongoing evolution of the Circe Network is valuable to all of the parties. That
integration of token with network cannot be overlooked in terms of problem
solving, business process and economics.

It is our network. We value our network. We think it is valuable. It cost a lot of
money and a lot of time to build it. We built it. It started in war zones. Our
friends and associates were also in those zones. We know the people around the
world in the network. It is a valuable asset to us. We already have trust in the
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network and they in us. We think that a token will strengthen the network,
improve it, and make improvements for eveyone in the network, both business
process wise and financially. So, yes, another token could be acceptable, but we
think a Circe Token adds value for everyone in the Circe network, and later Circe
Smartchain network. Ether and Bitcoin or others do not that value. They do not
tie or strengthen the network in the same way. And frankly, it is not their
network, it is ours.

Growing and helping the parties in the Circe network has been a core mission of
our firm for 25 years. Controlling that network and how we grow it is critical.
Blockchain open ledger technology is in its early days. We cannot know how or
what is going to evolve over the next few years. What will be the best
technology? What will be the leader in the market? No one knows. Accordingly,
it is prudent that we control our own destiny and our technology and our token.
We may have to change it over time and expect that will be the case. Further, we
cannot in good conscience bring our network into the blockchain openledger
environment without that control over our and the parties in our network future.
They trust us and we don't want to abuse that trust.

A Circe Token and a a Circe Smart Chain adds value to whatever token standard it
is based on. And because it is convertible it adds value to all chains. Using a
token standard for utility and payment, already built with some specificity, on
which to base the Circe Token is to everyones advantage. The underlying
blockchain on which the token is based gains with Circes adoption of it, and Circe
gains because it uses existing built infrastructure.

We do not expect the Circe Token to be better than some other token. We don't
think it will be any less or more volatile than other tokens. So, to the question of
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why a Circe token, the answer is that we built the Circe network, no one else did,
and Ethereum and Bitcoin and others built their networks. To the extent that we
can benefit each other thru our work, we think that is good, but to hand over the
ethereum or bitcoin network to us, or give them access to our network is an
unrealistic proposal. Each of us has our own needs and objectives. We think our
needs are best served with our own CIRCE TOKEN.
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AGGREGATE TOKEN OFFERING AMOUNT GOAL
When considering the goal of the token issuance, we balanced two interests:
1 What is the value of the existing network,
2 What number of tokens and value is required to expand the network
globally and maintain equilibrium in supply and demand?

3 What is the token issuance necessary to match
current demand with tokens?
The answer for each question is we don't know.
We don't have precedent in which to make those
determinations.
Facts
Facts that can help us.
We know that in our consumer facing business side we get customers regularly
spending $1-2000 per event or $4-8,000 per year. And we know that many
customers spend $2-250 per event or $800-1000 per year. So what is the
number of tokens necessary to put into circulaton for the low and high range of
purchasing activity just for our customer facing side if there was adoption? And
the answer is if you extrapolate from the 20,000 chain, on the low end $20
million and on the high end $160 million.
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What we Don't Know
We don't know adoption.
We don't know changes in possible demand
and usage.
We don't know about extensions to the chain
that may occur worldwide.
And we don't know the costs of populating the chain with tokens to
encourage usage and adoption. So, those are a lot of unknowns and we
have to accordingly use our best efforts to approximate our demand.
Estimate
$20-$160 MILLION ESTIMATED ISSUANCE
Our best estimate is somewhere between $20 million and $160 million in order to
match demand at the outset.
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BEST PRACTICES- FINTECH OF HONG KONG DECEMBER 2017
This Token sale is following the best practices of the Fintech Association of
Hong Kong published in December 2017
1. Legally compliant in all key relevant markets
2. A strong business model to launch and sustain the Token.
3. Secure
4. Transparent by disclosing risks
5. Project focused, seeking to deliver a real outcome to a real need based on
strong research
6. Fair
7. Long Term Minded
8. Realistic
9. Excellent reputation
10.

A sound IDEA and plan

11.

Strong and experience project team

12.

Reasonable timeframe

13.

Token and Blockchain Designed well
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14.

Token is transferable

15.

Target market is well defined and there is a need

16.

Legally compliant

17.

Appropriate structured

18.

Well defined token rights

19.

The Circe Token sale is structured to be fair, secure, and legally

compliant, in a changing legal environment. We value our reputation.
Our business has been built on reputation.

*The english version of the Whitepaper is the governing Whitepaper document
FOR CIRCE. If there is any variance BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT LANGUAGE
VERSIONS from the english version, please refer to the English version.
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